
CHAPTER 141 

IMPACT WAVE FORCES 
ON VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL PLATE 

S.R. Massel 1, M. Oleszkiewicz 2, W, Trapp 5 

INTRODUCTION 

The hydrodynamic impact problem is a very difficult 
problem beoause the physics of what actually happens du- 
ring the instant of impact are not understood. Despite of 
fact that a large number of references exist on the sub- 
ject,  many  questions are left  unanswered. 

The object of this research is to investigate  the 
problems of hydrodynamic impact associated with the water 
waves impacting on the vertical and horizontal plates..Of 
particular  interest  are  the   impact  forces,  their  relation 
to the incident wave parameters and scale effect problems. 

VERTICAL WALL BREAKWATER 

Consider first the case of the vertical plate which 
can simulates easily   the breakwater wall.  The prediction 
of  shock-pressures exerted by  breaking waves is the most 
important  thing to be known for  the  design of breakwaters. 
However due to great  difficulties in the experiments, ve- 
ry  little information is available in regard to the prac- 
tical data of the shock pressures on the prototype obje- 
cts.   On the other hand,  during the recent  decades a lar- 
ge number of model investigations  of  shock pressures 
have been undertaken.   They  indicate that the configura- 
tions of breaking waves at breakwaters vary in a wide 
range depending upon the type of breakwaters,  the charac- 
teristics of breakwaters,  the characteristics of  incident 
waves,  the ratio of the depth of water in the front of 
the breakwater to  the height of the incident wave. 

In the previous research undertaken for example, by 
Nagal[7j, Mitsuyasu [6] , Hayasi [3]   , Rundgren [9]  ,    Ri- 
cher t [8]   ,  Loginov [£]     and. others,  the shock pressures at 
particular points of the vertical wall were considered. 
Ihe results of these investigations give a very ambiguous 
picture of the problem; often they are contradictory and 
have been presented in a different way.  Thus,  it  is ex- 
tremely  difficult to  compare the results by different 
authors.  The value of pressure depends very strongly oh 
the position of the air cushion. Moreover,  the considered 
wave is usually  disturbed by  the preciding wave,   so it 
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loses part of its energy before it reaches the wall. 
These factors are, to some extent, a random factors. 

In order to predict the effective forces on the 
vertical wall and to avoid the influence of the air cu- 
shion configuration on the impact forces, in the present 
study, the total force on the breakwater wall will be 
considered. The vertical plate with two degrees of free- 
dom (horizontal displacement and rotation around the ho- 
rizontal axis ) simulates the breakwater wall (Fig. 1). 
The wave breaking is forced by the composite-type bottom 
on which the test wall is situated. The displacements of 
the two points are measured simultaneously by the 
Phillips' capacitive sensors. The deflection of the sup- 
porting rings is in the elastic range, therefore the 
forces at the two measuring points are related to the 
displacements by Hooke's law. 

Numerous experiments indicate that, if for certain 
wave height, the breaking wave front is approximately 
plane and if it creates a very thin air cushion, the 
pressure peak reaches a maximum value. If the wave height 
is only slightly smaller, the wave front will be sloping 
backwards. On the other hand, if the wave height is lar- 
ger, the air cushion will be thicker and the wave breakes 
further from the wall. Threrefore, for a given wave per- 
iod and a given depths h, and h^,, it is only one  wave 
height that is associated with the max. force. 

The first series of experiments were carried out in 
the wave tank being 10 m long and 25 cm width for three 
various wave periods. For eaoh period, the wave height 
corresponding max. force was chosen. 

As was mentioned above, the max. impact forces may 
be treated as a random variables. In order to obtain a 
set of data which is sufficient for statistical analysis, 
the experiments were repeated many times. 

Since the extension of model shock pressure into 
prototype scale is of particular interest for engineers, 
various model scales were also considered. Taken as a 
prototype was the breakwater on 6 m water depth subjected 
to the wave dimensions being 2,5 m height and 5-6 s per- 
iod. Laboratory/ tests were conducted in the five scales 
1/20, 1/30, 1/40 and 1/50. It means, that considering the 
scale V2^ as a reference scale, we obtain a set of ex- 
periments in the scales 1/1, 1/1.5, 1/2 and 1/2.5. 

In the various scales, the corresponding wave para- 
meters and water depths were calculated in accordance 
with the Froude's law. At the same time, the mechanical 
devioe for the impact force measurement has not been 
changed. 

From the numerous laboratory tests we found that 
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probability  density functions Kir]    and iiw)   ( a -mean 
value of the  impact force H) are 6f the Weibftll type 

f(x)  = ab-x  "    exp (-ax 

f(x)   =0 
D 

where:    x « -=I=L     or    x = 

(1) 

R< R4 From Eq.1,   it  immediately  follows that  the probability- 
distribution function P(x)  takes the form 

P(x)  = 1 - exp(- axbJ (2) 
Taking the derivative of Eq.2 gives 

Y = In a + bX (5) 

where: Y = In  {- In £1  - P(x)]j ,    X « ln{x^ (4) 
Thus,   the representation of  the Eq.3     in the logarythmic 
scale is the straight line.   In the Pig.2 ,the theoretical 
formula (3)   is checked against the experimental data for 
the impact force H    and various model scales.  The agree- 
ment  is quite satisfactory.  However, for various scales 
the distribution parameters a and b    takes a different 
values. When the parameters a and b are found from the 
Pig.2,  the corresponding probability  density functions 
can be easily calculated   (see Fig.3]. 

The wave forces were measured in two points of the 
vertical plate.  One  supporting ring was approximately 
situated at the SWL (for wave force H^     - point B),   the 
other was above SWL [for wave force B^    - point A).  Pig.4 
shows the example of the correlation between the force R^ 
and R^.  In each calculated cases the correlation coeffi- 
cient was greater than 0.8. 

As the mechanical measuring device was not scaled, 
it is difficult to say how muoh wave momentum is asso- 
ciated with the pulse and how much is dissipated by the 
mechanical and hydrodynamic  dumping. 

In order to  give the answer on  that  question we 
considered the very   simple model.  In the first place,  by 
way  of experiment©! verification we found that  the hori- 
zontal motion of the plate predominates over the rotation 
motion;  in the record it is only  one frequency  that  is 
visible. So we can state that  the two degrees of freedom 
system   is approximately equal to the two systems having 
one  degree of freedom (Plg.5).  The unknown characteris- 
tics of the measuring systems are  defined by the special 
calibration tests. 

The equation of motion of any   single-degree-of-free- 
dom system can be reduced to the equation of motion of a 
simple  spring-mass system with damping 
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Fig.4    Correlation between forces. 
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(p+»a)-^r  +    (C   +  Cfc)-^- +  lcu.P(t) (5) 

in which:    u - displacement of the plate, 
m - mass of the vibrating part of system, 
ma- added mass of the water participating 

in vibration, 
C - meohanical dumping, 
Co.- hydro dynamic dumping, 
k - stiffness of the system, 
P - impact force. 

As we know  displacement u,  the impact force P (t)   is 
given by  the Volterra type  integral equation 

u(t)= —i_^. j p(r) e~h(t-TJ scnco(t-t)cir 

Prom numerical solution of  the Bq.6 follows that,  the 
rise time of the impact force is less than or equal to 
V4 of the natural period of the measuring system Tn -M 
0.003 -i 0.005 s . Moreover,  only   ~40$ of the    wave mo- 

mentum is associated with the plate displacement}  almost 
60$ of the momentum is dissipated due to mechanical and 
hydrodynamic dumping and added mass generation.  It means, 
that the real maximum impact force is about 2,5 times 
greater than the force calculated simply from the displa- 
cement u by Hooke's law. 

We  oonsider now  the problem of the force  scalling. 
Usually,  for the gravity wave phenomena, we use the Frou- 
de  law of similarity.  Thus for the mean wave force we 
have RP ^ 

_ TT = x w 
in which: aP - mean wave force for prototype, 

B^ - mean wave force in the scale 1t%, 

At present we assume that in model experiments (scale 
1:;C)we obtain the wave force which is equal to HM. When 
no scale effeot, the following relation becomes 

def When it is not  that  case, we define the scale effect  oo- 
effioi ent in the form 

\ 
thu-s _ _       ""     _ RM 

RP- Rx-A? =   VAMx, do) 
Applying the above  definition of the soale effect coeffi- 
cient to the mean maximum forces we obtain the distribu- 
tion of the revalue as shown in Pig.6.  It should be noted 
that the experiments in the scale 1:20 serve as a referen- 
ce experiments.  If we reduce model scale twice (from 1:1 
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to 1:2),  the mean impact force at the model decreases 
less  than. It follows from Froude  law    for period T«1s . 
It means that TT   \  7T *   n        ~-   o    /~   ^   V•>. - ' 

Therefore,  the prediction of the prototype forces basing 
oh the model test (in this case)overestimates the real 
force.  Thus,  the scale effect coefficient 17,  < 1 has to 
be included (see Pig.6). K 

The scale effect concept can be extended to  the ma- 
ximum impact force with arbitrary probability  of occur- 
rence. Prom the calculations (not indicated here) follows 
that the relatively high scale effects may be expected 
for very low and very high probabilities. 

The work reported in this part of paper is the first 
phase of a projeot  intended to develop insight  into brea- 
king wave forces acting on breakwaters and the more 
efforts are needed towards better understanding of these 
sophisticated phenomena. First of all,  the amount of the 
air  content in the breaking wave is  still not good defi- 
ned. However,  the air in the water influences strongly  on 
the added mass vibrated with the plate. 

H0HIZ0NTAL PLATE IN THE SPLASH ZONE 

An important class of forces for which there is not 
a*large extensive history of study are the impact forces 
that act on horizontal members in so oalled "splash zo- 
ne" [1,2,4,10].  The  splash zone   is a region wherein the 
particular horizontal members of the maritime structure 
are not usually  considered to have continuous contact 
with the waves,  but which are located at a height relati- 
ve  to the mean water surface^so that only  occasional con- 
tact with the water will occur.  The nature of  the forces 
that occur during suoh contaots  is essential^   impulsive. 

In order to provide some knowledge of the pressure 
distribution on the underside of horizontal members a la- 
boratory  study was made.  The particular problem conside- 
red here is treated by  the Impaot force measurements for 
a horizontal rigid plate, assuming that the wave system 
propagates in a direction of  longitudinal axis of  the 
plate. A illustration of the  situation being analyzed Is 
shown in Pig.7 for the progressive wave and In Pig.8 for 
the  standing wave;  the height of the plate  (1 m length) 
above  the mean water level is equal to  S, H Is  the  Inci- 
dent wave height and h is the water depth.  The six ele- 
otro-kinetic  type pressure gauges are installed along 
the plate axis.  The working frequency band for  the press- 
ure gauges is equal to 10~r- 10H   Hz. 

The records taken from the experiments illustrate 
the  impulsive character of pressure.  Sometimes due to 
disturbances underneath the platform,  the peak pressure 
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PROGRESIVE     WAVE 

|p(t) 

Impact   diagram 

I-Plt) 

Pressure   diagram   ( no impact) 

Pig.9    Notations for the impact pressures 
progressive waves 
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Pit) 

STANDING   WAVE 

m 

Pressure   diagram 

Pig.12    Notation for the  impact pressures 
standing waves . 
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is not  so clearly pronounced.  In order to classify   the 
impacts induced by  the progressive waves vie use the nota- 
tions given in Pig.9,  in which pL   - peak pressure,  ps   - 
slowly varying pressure and pm  - maximum pressure when no 
impact occurs. 

The incident wave were Stokes' waves 2^-;—^8 (L - 
wave length,  h - water depth). h v 

In Figs.10 and 11   the normalized wave induced pre- 
ssure  is plotted against the Ursell's number 

U *  LJ.'VT
-
)    nondimensional clearanoe /-3- = 0;^i 

(s - clearance between the bottom of the horizontal plate 
and the  still water level). 
The data points are the  results of  the averaging of 

numerous, experiments.  Moreover,   the  standard deviation 
from the mean value  is also  indicated.  The  slowly-varying 
pressure ps   is almost  constant  in the considered range of 
Ursell's   number.  The highest value ps   is obtain when the 
plate is at the  still water level  (S=0). 

The maximum pressure p^ (when no  impact) is  slowly - 
varying function of  Ursell's number with max,  value at 
U.^10 —15.  The same  tendency for the peak pressure p^   is 
observed.   In Pigs.10 and 11  the  best  fittings of the  ex- 
perimental data are  indicated by   the solid and dashed 
lines. 

When the  standing waves are  considered,   it is hardly 
to  distinguish the various types of pressure. 

According to Pig.12 the analysis of the experimental 
data is restricted to the maximum pressure value pm.  The 
example of  the result  is given in Pig.15.  She pressure pm 
is also the slowly  varying function of  the Ursell's num- 
ber. 

CONCLUSIONS 

With respeot to measurement of the  impact forces at 
the vertioal wall due to breaking wave it was found that 
the maximum force can be treated as a random variable 
with the probability   distribution of the Weibull type. 
The amount of the air entraped into breaking wave produ- 
ce some inconsistency with Proude    soalling law.  Thus, 
the statistical concept of the  scale effects was intro- 
duced. 

The preliminary   stud# of  the wave  impact  on the ho- 
rizontal plate  sugests that the peak pressure and the 
slowly-varying part of pressure are funations of  the 
Ursell's number. 

It should be pointed out that the more efforts are 
-needed to better describing of these complicated pheno- 
mena. 
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